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s . -CAUSAL EreLANAT1U1S FOR"TUE BEHAVIOR OF-WOMEN , .&

AND MEN: TWO DIFFERENT SCHEMA?0\,_

'- Ranald D. Hansen and Virginia-,E. O'Leary 6cl

Oakland University .

Grady (1975) has suggested that there are twooci of, sex differences: subject

sex differences, or

differences that

differences within the indiiridual, and stimulus sex differertces,°
c.

arise'in response to the sex of the stimulus persbn. Subject

sex differences have been establiShed in the areas ofIrerbal ability,mathematical
. ability, visual- spatial ability, and-aggression (Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974).. However,

in many of the areas where subject sex 41fferenceS have been hypbthesized (aciiieve-

,ment motivation, self-esteem,
indepeade.:_ce), stimulus sex differences. have been

found instead. Of particular interest here, are findings ofstimnius sex'differ-

ences
. ,

, ,
,

- _in studies in which subjects of both se%4s -were asked to attribute causes

, .

.

for men's and women's behavior (Deaug & Taynur; 1913; Deaux & Emswiller, 1974;

Etaugh& Brown, 1975; Feather.E. Simon, °1975; Feldman-Stammers &Aciesler, 1975;

,'Hansen, O'Leary, & Stormer, 1976.

The.majority of these studies have examined causal explanations for success

and failure using Weiner's two dimensional taxonomy for the perceived determinants
-

- .of achievement behavior (Weiner, 974), Within Weiner's
$
2 x 2 framework, female

f ,

culd malc. observers generally agree that a man's successful performanceon a task
e

40*

is caused by internal, stable factors (high ability) while a woman's equally

successful' behavior 6n the same task is attributable te,external and/or unstable

factors (good luck and/or great effort). In contrast, observers of both sexes are

-likely to attribute a man's failure -to external-and/or temporarY factors (bad luck

and/ ask diff ulty) and a woman's equal failure to stable,.interna ct

N
*Paper presented at the Midwestern) Psycholqgical Association aeeting, Chicago,May,-1977.,
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.(low ability). Deaux (1976) recently ririued'that such,sex differences in causal
/

attributions may be explained in terms of sex-linkeetaska, sex-linked behavior',

arid sex-linked performance outcomes.

Currently, we wish to explore thehypotheiis that sex-linked biases it

-ad
attributions, widely shared by female and male perceivers, May dive, in prirt,

. 4

from perceiver's naive sex-linked. expectations regarding the potential impact of

causal forces,on womeesand men's behavior. Specifically, some of our research

(Hrinsen,et a1.,1976; Lowe & Hansen, 1976) had suggested that perceivers ofboth

sexed ge4axally attribute Women's behavior more to peisonal-factors and men's4

behavior more to environmental factors. We, therefore, sought to examine one

0

plausible source of our. hypothesized sex-linked attribution bias.
7

At the crux of most attribution theories is, a simple Covariation principle

cmtliriEd by Heidei-'(1958); a behavibr is attributed to that factor with Which it

is perceilied to vary. Kelley (1967), for example,, proposed air attribution process

whereby behiCor is attribritedto the source of greatest potential variance. It

is not srirprisirig, therefore, that theOfists have proposed that perceivers' naive
41

beliefs about the potential of causal forces to produce behavioral variance are

luipiyxtdi%ft in the ettribution -process. Heider, for example, argued that enjoyment
.

.

of minbinct typically is "-wed as a property of the object. That is, perceiver

-s
.

/'tend
.

to assume variance across, Po.nnle's enjoyment of any'prirticular ob
,,

jeci. Thus, given any one, of any rine objectuierceivers
14 +I .

.

Igenerekly, willnssume that most people would enjoy,the,Object'and that
, ::.

-

havior'is_readily attributable to the object,gitilar arguments have
, . .

by Jones and Nisbett (1971) in their discussion of primary and secpn"
of.entities. -McArthur (1972) extended this-propositi6n t6 the dis4

-

manifest and subjective behaviors'. She auggeted that emotions

__.viewed as being.elielted by objects and that accompliihments a

viewed as',heitp-_emitted by person'S:' We, therefore, would' h

yr -! - ,

uId

b

en made

ry-propert

/

nction betty

&opinions
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perceiver would naively exp

II

3.

ct one actor's emOtional'reSponses to a number of..

person's emotional reactions to a par-,..
objects tobe more varied han a number'

ticular object'. This,

.emotions to objects

we would_hypotfies

accompliEihme

f.course, lOg ally would yield a tendency to attribUte

hat is, to th source of the greatest' variance). LikeWise;

e that perceiyers would naively expect a number of person's
,,-

t n any one settinrto be more varied'than any one person's aecom-

plishments c
/

oss many settings. Again, we would expect an actor's accompligh-,

, .

Ment to be/attributed to the souice of the greatest variance; the pesson.
.

frrgntly, we wish to extend this analysis to our hypothesized tendency for

eivers to attribute.women
s behairior to personal and men's behavior,to environ-

mental'factors. Theirst eriment was conducted to test the hypothesis that

such attributionatendencies may derive from-divergent,-naive
expectations re-

garding erti source of the greatest variance in men's_and women's behavior. .We

4expected perceivers of both sexes to view_diEferences between women as greater
. -

than differenCes4.etween the entities towhich they were responding. 'Conversely,
S

f Are,exIcted perceivers to view men as less varied than the entities to which they.,
. .

were responding.

Experiment 1 .1.

The,,experimdet Was designed asa2x2x2x2 mixed factorial with two levels ,

- .

of each of sex of subject, sex of stimulus person, behavior category -(emetion'and

accomplishment), and behavior (subjects

havfors and one of two accomplishment behaviors).

were exposed to One,of two emotional be7.,
A

Potty- eight females and 48 ,mares.'

Participated in thekstudy.
4

t

.
--,-

Each subject was expoSe-o-two behavioral variance problems: An eMotiobi. .3
,-...

...;

`
.u.-and.an'hccomplishment., The order of exposure was randomly determined. The .four

.,;

.
v. -.t

bqavOrss.used in the study can be seen On the handOut. The particular emotion. ..-....--4
,

1
.

..... ..... 4.

/and the particular accomplishment selected foreach subject was randomly'detefmined

,ta

O

O



Hansen & O'Leaty 4.

The format of each variance prohlenvwasthe Same, with word changes appropriate

to the behavior.

Accomplishment example. "Twelve differeat persons worked on 12' different

tasks. ,Some succeed and some fail. To what extent do you think each of the

''following two factdrs accounted for the fact that some succeeded and failed:

(1) differences betweeh the Persons, and (2) differences between the tasks."

Subjects responded on two 11-point scales labelled atj 0 ("accounted for very little")

and at 10 (accountedrs-very great deal").

Half of the subjects were given problems where the persons were described

as women and half received problems describing men's behavior. -Thus behavior .

category was a within subject variable and, sex of subject, sex of SP, and behavior

were'between subjects variables.

Results

6.
Sex of subject an ehavior (accomplish 1 vs. 2 and emotion,' vs. 2) produced.

'no significant effects /or-interactions. As'expected, sex-of SP and behavior

category produced significant main effects on both dependent measures. No'inter-
, j

actions were obtai ed.

.
.

10ifferences etween persons. As predicted, differences between women were

' seen as account ng.for More behavior variance than differences between met- (4 a 7.02n:
.

were-M m 4.41) Further, differences between persois (both men' and women)" weie_

seen as a more potent determinant of variance in accomplishment, than it emotional..

, .

-behaviors. _

biff rences betOeen enfttied. Convetsely, as expected, differences betWeen

sntitie 14.7a seen as a source of greater variance,. in men's than its women's be-,
. & c

heiliiot (14 ri 7.08 and 14 la 3.52). Further, differences between objects, ere seen'
/

.

Os pr &icing more variance in emotional bhhaviors than differences'between tasks
. A

!on ccomplishments .(11 Is 6.53 and M 4.08).,
4

5
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Discussion

The data strongly supported the predictions,

were substantiated.

-

The findings of McArthur (1972)

Differencls in emotional reactions were described more in

terms of differences
0
betwten Objects and less in terms of differences between

-persons than differential accomplishments. Mo'e importantly, our predictions.

regarding the :-ehaviok-of men and women were supported.. Differences'between women

were seen as, more important determinants of:their varied behavior, while dif-
(

ferences betweenentities.were seen as, having more impact

behavior's of men.

behavior of women

on the diffeiential

On occasion, these divergent naive expectations regarding the

and men may translate into attributional biases. As a test of

:

,this hypothesis, a second study was conducted.
;

Experiment 2

-
In experiment 2, 24 women and 24 men were exposed, to the behaviors used in

.

the first study.depidted as performed by either a man or a woman.. The study was

.a 2 k.2 x 2 mixed factoria1.44th
two'levels of sex Of subject,' sex of SP, and

behavior category (succeit ssfUl adcomplishment.and eMotion), *Again, subjects were .

. *
eiposed.to one of two emotAonsand one 4 two accomplishments. However, level of

,behavior waanot taken out as a "way" in tfie,design..ThilaiSex of s'bject and

N

t sex of SP were between subjects
arid abehavior category was. a,within subjects

variable.

After ,reading

cotpletes

4.. t
a behavioral statement (4g. John or Mary' successfully

.

a task)i. perceivers Were'iskedto
indidate the-extent, to which "the

characteristics of-the person"

1f
ersonu and "the adie

111".

behavior. 'Respdases weformade on separate 11-poin

sties. of the task"' caused 'the

t scalesl bellgd at 0 ("had

a very, great iipactn)'.

.

very little, impact") and ,at ("ha

Results
.------- .

seeof sphjects'producAd no significant effects or interactions. The
;

'
,

1
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ts effects evidenced on causal attributions in study 2 paralleled those-found on

0-,'°'naive expectations.in study 1. Emotions were seqp as.less personally caused

(4 = 4.01'and M = 6.84) and'as more environmentally caused than accomplishments
..:

, ie .
0 - ..

(M - 6.08' and M 2.. 3.75). More importantly, women's behaNtior was attributed more
. . .A

strongly to personal factors (11 6.84 and M = 3.83) and less strongly to envircn-
-

P. .
. .

, .

mental factors than men's behavior (M = 3.63 and M = 6.21). No other effects.or
. .

interactions'were obvined.

.Discussion "Of

7

.
. .

These findings indicated that perteivers'neive expectations regarding the

-
.

.
.

such information is gathered. We,therejore, sought to explore the impaCt of ,

.

:
potential impact on causes, whether deqved from the, type of-behaviottportrayed

or the sex of the peiformer, canbe.tran ated into attributionalbiases. However,
. .

a number of attribution theories (e.g.,' onea& 1965; Kelley, 1967, 1471) 1%*
q(.

imply that perceivers may desire more information than that.provided by the expert-.

4001P
menter in these-studies and may, in fact, hold attributions in:Abeyance until

.

na ive variance-expectationson the information gathering process.
"r

: . ..

Two'theoretical consider tions led us to hypothesize that perceivers would

seek information about the var ance across peoplq:s behavior when attemetina to

0
establish cause for a woman's behaVionand van ce across entities when

attemptingxto discOver the cause for a man'sbehav or. First, TAider's (1958)

discussion of "common sense" psychology suggested that lay.perceivers,unlike the

scientist, may seek information to confirm rather than to disconfirtinaae

hypothesis. In this view; perCeivers of women' tiehaliior would seek4nforiation

about variance across persons in order to confirm the naively hypothesized causal.-..'
A

potency of difference between women. Likewise, a 'naive analysis of men's,13ehavior

would call for information about var ce introducecd by entities. Second, a.
. .

,

numberof theorisfs have suggested,that perceivers gather information so,as to
.

.

.
,

O
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. reduce,the greatest uncertainty (e.g., McArthur, 1972, 1976). Again, the infor-.

7

matigj most ufiefuI in reducing uncertainty would be-information about the naively

hypo esized source of greatest variance. We, therefore, predicted that perceivers

of w en's behavior would desire information about variance across persons (called

con nsus by Kelley, 1967), while perceivers of men's behavior would desire in-

formation about variance across entities (distinctiveness).

Experiment 3

The experiment was',designed as a 2 x 2-x 2 mixed,factorial with two levels%%-

of sex ofsubject,",sex.of stimulus ,person, and "behavior category. As in the

previous study, behavioricategory was a within subjects variable: Subjects were
.

. .exposed to both an accomplishment or an emotion (behavior level was again randomly
. s 4

',determined buenot takers out as a factor in the design). The stimulus behaviors
" I

-were the same as' those emplocedin tVe previous studies., Subjects were asked .to.

ratethe'iMPortance of two types ofelnformationt "If you were attempting to

establish the causs for the (behavior portrayed),how,inortant would it_be for

you to. know," la) consensus information ("Do most people or do very few people'.

behave in tili;.manner?"),and (b) distinctiveness information ("Does this person

- -behave in this way often or only in,,the presence of this entity?"). Subjeclis

responded on two scales labelled at 6("vefy_unitportant") and at 10 ("very..

.
:importantn..

t

Results

Again, serOf subject

44
and-two, behavior category

t I

7) .

preducedno significant effects./ / Unlikeietudies one

produced no significant main/iffect. Further, sex

r

Qf SP did not prOduce a main effect on the importance of distinctiveness infor:"

mation. HoWever,-perceiVers of women's behavior-did-rate access to' consensus

s more important than did perceivers
(information about variance across persons)

of men's behavior (11 = 5.01 and M =

6,
6

-.--,

. ..."., .

c:.-6.,-.6-
-...........,

Z,

Ail

I ,
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Significant interactions. The interactions of behavidr category and sex of
i

V. were Significant on both dependent measures,' The analysis of these effects

is shown on the handlut. As can be seen, the Sex of the SP had no effect on

. -

perceivers' desire for either distinctiveness or consensus information when the,
IN

( I
behavior portrayed, was Sn accomplishment. 'However, the sex of the SP had a '

..
dramatic effect when perceivers were exposed to emotional behaviors. Perceivers

,

rated access to distinctiveness much more important alnlacessto contenstis,much

less important, when th 'emotional behavior was performed a man than a,woman.
-----...

These findings, .then, supported(our predictons.
.

Discussion

"Study 3 was conducted to explore the impact of perceiver's naive variance

expectations on their de sire for information uponwhichto base causal attri-
,

butions. Thfilypothesid that perceivers of men's. behavior would rate castinctive-
.

ness,information as more important andconsensus information as less importhnt-
.

.

than perceivers of women's behavior (was obtained fbr emotions but not accomplish-

rents., Subjects of both sexes may desire more information,than is provided
....,

. , \
.

by the experimenter when asked to make causal attributibns for the emotional

.. -'
. /:-

. ...%

responses of women and men andmay indeed.hold attribdtions in abeyance until '.
'

. . . . .

.

such information (distinctiveness for men;consensus for women) is gathered.

The main effects obtained for'behhvior category in studieS land 2 suggest

that perceivers makt different assumptions when attr- ibuting cause for emotions

than accomplishments. rn the case of accomplishments information regaiding

the sex (Mary vs John) of the person successfully completing'a psk may be-.)1

sufficient to invoke sex-linked'attribution 1 biases and render perceivers'

.
.

.

.desire for further information unneceisary.
. .

.
<' -) ..

r,

4.
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Conclusion ,

-4

) ' .

The results of this line of attrlbutionresearcil 'Suggest that perceivers have

different naive nxpectat,iona regarding the greatest potential source of behavior
-

varfance in women's and men's behavior. Further, these naive expectations may

.lead perceivers td base causal attributions foi men's and women's behavior on

different'causarinformation. Finally, these biases appear to imply that women's
, ,

behavibr is over attributed to personal factors and 'Itien'sbehavior is over attri-,

buted to environmental factors suggesting that sex (Mary vs. John., -has con-
.

sidbrable psychologicE0alfence as an information processing category (Grad3N

_1977). To the.etent
r

that males and-fematesshare expectations regarding behavioral

C

differences between the sexes, the expression of such.differencea may constitute

, a self - fulfilling prophecy. But the expectations for and beliefs in sex dif-

ferences appear to be stronger than the behavioral potentiol of'women And men
0

wAnrants.,
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EXPERIMENT ONE
ACCOUNT FOR VARIANCE IN BEHAYIQR

tr

2(sex of subject) x 2(sex.of stimulus person) x 2(behaliforal category: accomplishment vs emotion) x 2(behavior 1 vs 2)

VARIANCE,J)ROBLEMS:,

Emotion'1% Twelve different women (men) watch
twelve different comedians. Someof'the women

*41 (men) laugh.and some don't laugh. To what ex -'
'tent do you think each of the folloKing factors,
accounted for the fact that some laughed and
thersedid not laugh?
Emotion 2: -Twelve different women (men) see,

.twelve diffeyent dogs. Soie of the women (men)
run away from the dogs and some'do not run "away.' -
To-what;extent to yOu think the following fac-
-tors acC, untad for the fact that some run away
ad- of f's do not run away?

-AcCom ishment. 1:, Twelve different women (men)
on :twelve differegt-tasks. Some of the

-wo en. (men) succe0 and others" do not succeed.
o.whai extent do ylau thRlk each of the following
factOrs,accounted-arthe fact that some succeeded:
and 'others dicnot7ancceed?

.Accomplishment 2:.TWelve different women (men)
playetwelve different gaMes. Some of he
women, (men),yon at prize and others did n t win
'a-prize. To what extent'do you think the fol-

,

lowing factors accounted for the,fact that some
,won prizes and others did not win prizes?

d,
"Iacfor one:. Differenc4between the women (men)
.accounted for the fact that some women"(men)
'laughed (rad*away', succeeded, on prizes) and
others did not laugh (run, away, succeed, win ar.

pri;e).

-z. Factor two; "Differences between the comedians
(dogs, tasks, games) accounted for the fact
that some womenAmen) laughed (rhn,away,'succeeded,
won prizes) and other women did not laugh 4,

`_(run away, succeed, win prAzes).

Hansen & O'Leary'
1977.

12

RES TS:

Fac,or One:. differences between persons accounted for variance

,

, Male SP.

Female.SP

Accomplishmens

5.85,,

8.54

7.19

Emotions

2.96

5.50 t

4.23

4.41

7.02

Factor two: differences between entities accounted for variance

Female' SP

Accomplishments -Emotions

5.75

4.08

Summary of significant effects:

1. obtained'o differences between person;

8.42

4.63 , 3.52

6.53

,7.08

Sex of SP 'F (1, 88)== 34g$5',' 2< :001
a Behavior Cat., (1, 88) = 44.01, Q< .001

2. obtained:on differences between entities
Sex of F 88) - 67.39, 1.< .001

Behavior-Cat. F (1, 88) = 31.55, 2. < .001

13
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EXPERIMENT TWO
' CAUSAL AtTRiBUifONS

.

2(sex of subject) x 2(behavioral category: accompliShment ,i7s emotion)]. x 2(sex of stimulus perSofi)

.ATTRIBUTION ERGBLEMS: RESULTS:,

Emotion 1: Mary (David) laughs at a comedian. Factor 1: Personal attributions
To what extent io you think each of the fol-'

1
lowing factors might have caused Mary (David)

.'to laugh at the- comedian? - .

Emotion 2: Louise (John) rtes away from the Male SPv
dog: To what extent do you think each of
the falloc41ng factoFs might haVe caused Louise Female SP
(John) to run away from the dog? .

.
I

Accomplishment 1: Virginia (Harry) successfully
. .6.84

Completes the task. To what extent to you think. .

each of the following factor's might have caused Factor 2: Entironmentalsateributions

Accomplidlim1nts

5.33

8.35

Vjerginia (Harry) to successfully complete the task?
Accomplishment 2: Helen (George) wins prize
in the game. To what extent do ydu think, each
of the folIolaingfactors'Nmight have caused
Helen (George) to win a prize?

Factor 1: ,Something about Mary (David, etc.)
lxrcibaklyscaused her'(himIto laugh
comedian ,(run from the dog,,etc,).

1

.Factor 2: Something about the'cotediad (dog,
-ask? game) probably caused Mary (David,, etc.)'

'Accomplishments

Emotions

2.34
N

Emotions

Male. SP 5.08 7.33

1
/ Female SP Z.42 483

75 -

Summary of' Elignificant

."

1. obtained on personal attributions
tb laugh at. the ,comedian. (run from the doe, eta.).-- Sex of SP F (1,44) = 43.16, 2 it.001

Behavior Cat. R ( 1;1,44) = 34.55, 2 < ,001

2. obtained on environmental attributions
-

Sex-of SP F (1,-44) = P.82, 2.;-* .001
- 1L

Behavior Cat. -E ( 1, 44) = 241.33, p < .001*

6.08

-

.1
1LeVel of behavior (behallior 1 Vs behavior 2) was randomly determinWd for
each subject' but wae nolirtaken out as a ,"way" in the design.
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2(sex oEf subject)X'2(sex of stimulus person) x 2(behavioral.' c
, .

RESULT

. EXPERIMENT
CAUSAL INFO

CAUSAL INFORMATION PROBLEMS:

Emotion 1: Mary (David) laughs at 4comedian.
If u were attempting 'to determine 'what caused
Mar (David) to laugh at the comedian;-how im-
-IoNortiant would it be for yoU.4 know the answers
to each of the'fallowingq46tiims?
Emotion 2: 17.5uise.(John) runs away,from the, -
dog. If you were ateipting to determine What
caused Louise (John) to run, away, how important
would it be for you to know the answers to the',
following' questions?

Accomplishment 1: Virginia (Harry) successfullycessfull
completes ,the task., If you weft attempti4 to
determine what caused Virginia'(Harry)7toriguc-

cessfully complete the task,,how imports would
it be for you to know the answers -to, the ol-
lowing questions? r
Accomplishment, 2: °, Helen -(Ceorge ys *ills, prize -
is the game.- If you were attemptingliodeter-
mine what caused Helen (George)'to win ptize,
how important, would it be forqou to k ow the
answers to the following questions?! e

Questdan'l (Distinctiveness, varian across
entities): Dots Mary (DaVid, Louise etc.)
laugh-at-most clowns or at)very few owns (run'
from most dogs or from ver few dogs etc.)

Question 2 (ConsensuA7-variance'aCr ss persons).:
Do most people laugh at t is comedi n or do

I -Very few people laugh at, his come an (run from
this dog or do very few eoplertin from this
dog', etc.)?

tegory:. accomplishment vs emotion)1

Ques on 1:
7

Distinctiveness

*

Accomplishments motions

Male SP 3.67b .
%..

Female SP 4.47bc

4.17t4 6.

Question Consenstis2

5.896

2.104

3.99

t:

' Accomplishments 7 Emotions4 u
,

4.11b 2.22c
L:, ;. ,.

3.8% b.14a

Male.SP

'
emale SP

"

4.78

3.39

3.17

5.02

4.00 ' 4.18'-..

.
its- 4,

,Summary of significanft effects:
--- '

1. obtained on question 1 (distinctiveness)

. . Sex,of SP x Behavior Cac. F-(t, 32) = 10.97, p '<', .002 .

i- ,

obtained on'question.2 (consensus)
3

Sek of SP ,F (1, 32) = 10.91, p < .002
Sex of SP x Behavior Cat. F (1, 32)` = 13.79, p < .001

1Leve1 of behavior behavior vs behavior 2) was randomly determined for each subject
but was not taken ut as p.'," ay" inthe---design._
2Distinc.tiveness and Consens s cell means not sharinda common subscript differ at the
.05 level as inditated by Duncan range statistic.
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